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Pre-Record and Upload Your Presentation
Thank you for your participation as faculty for the American College of Surgeons (ACS)
Clinical Congress 2021. Please review the instructions below for preparing, recording, and
uploading your presentation.
When to upload your pre-recorded presentation: July 21–September 20, 2021
Follow these steps:
1. Develop your PowerPoint presentation.
The ACS Clinical Congress 2021
PowerPoint template can be found
on the Speaker Resource page. Note:
Use of the ACS Clinical Congress
PowerPoint template is optional.

2. Review the ACS Video Presentation
Recording Checklist and the Video
Presentation and Recording Tips
documents prior to making your
recording. Both documents can be
found on the Speaker Resource page.
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ACS Video Presentation Recording Checklist
Quality Pre-Check

Recording Steps

 Camera: Check to ensure camera gives good

 Review Zoom recording instructions

visual clarity

 Audio: Check to ensure microphone gives good
audio clarity, no ambient room noise; if needed,
get a USB mic
 Lighting check: Confirm good lighting of speaker
faces, no backlighting; natural/window light is
best, fill with lamps

work; download and install desktop app

Video Presentation and Recording Tips

 Open Zoom app: Open and sign into the Zoom
desktop app

new meeting
 Start aWhen
you’re recording a presentation on video, there are a few important considerations to

 Positioning: Speaker’s head and shoulders should

in mind.
The following
audio source:
Choose
either Join ideas
with can help you communicate your content most clearly, and
 Select keep
Computer
Audio
Phone
Call to select
make
theor
best
impression
on your
your viewers.

 Timer or stopwatch: Ensure that the final

window
to makes it easier for you to connect with viewers. Facing toward a
 Choose Share Screen and select a Good
lighting

 Eyes: Remind presenters to look occasionally into

also
work well. Make sure your primary light source is in front of you to avoid being
speaker video in
lower
 Position and resizeLighting

 Background: Minimize distractions; if using



be framed in the screen

recording is equal to or less than allotted time
camera lens; adjust brightness/angle to reduce
eyeglasses glare
a virtual background, shoot against solid
color/blank wall

3. Record your presentation using Zoom,
save your recording as an MP4 file, and
upload the file to your Speaker Portal,
which can be accessed online.
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 Set up Zoom account: Either free or licensed will

microphone input

show your slide presentation








.mp4

For more information about Clinical Congress 2021, visit facs.org/clincon2021.

4. A member of the ACS Clinical
Congress team will review your
presentation and check for any obvious
problems, including material not being
compliant with HIPAA or copyright
laws. If edits to your presentation are
needed, an ACS team member will
contact you.

natural light source like a window is ideal, but using a lamp or room lighting can

silhouetted.
right-hand corner so it is not obscuring
slide If your light source is too bright or harsh, experiment with ways to
soften it—for example, sit at an angle to the light, reposition lamps so they light
content
you indirectly, etc.
Record to the Cloud
Set up your camera so it’s level with your eyes—for example, if you’re recording
Record your presentation, keeping an eye on your
on your laptop, place it on a stack of books so you can look directly into the lens
time; rerecord if too long
Positioning without angling your screen. Position the camera far enough away to include your
shoulders and some space above your head in the frame. Remember to look into
Choose Stop Recording from the More…
dropdown in the Zoom controls at the camera
top of when you’re presenting, rather than at yourself, another monitor, etc.
the screen
For the best sound on your recording, use an external microphone rather than the
Choose Stop Sharing
from the Zoom
at into your computer. Try to keep background noise—notifications,
onecontrols
that’s built
Sound
the top of the screen
ringtones, pets, etc.—to a minimum. If you’re using a laptop, make sure it’s fully
and Video
charged or plugged in while you’re recording.
Choose End, End Meeting for All in the lower
right-hand corner
To avoid visual distractions, make sure your background doesn’t feel too cluttered
or attention-grabbing.
Using a more neutral digital background is another way to
Zoom will convert the meeting recording
into an
make sure your viewers are paying attention to you, and not your surroundings.
MP4 video file named
zoom_0.mp4.
Styling
Similarly, choose simple, professional attire and accessories to minimize unnecessary
distractions. (For example, some fabric patterns can appear wavy on camera.)

Speaking

An easy, conversational tone can help you better connect with your viewers. Try to
be relaxed and unhurried in your delivery—don’t be afraid to smile or joke a bit if
that’s comfortable. There’s no need to sound overly academic, or to just read from
your slides: your viewers want to hear from you, authentically.

Preparing

It’s always a good idea to go over your presentation before you start your final
recording. Try different approaches to lighting, positioning, and styling. Check your
sound and video equipment. Rehearse your presentation, and adjust for timing,
clarity, etc., if needed. That way, you’ll feel more comfortable and confident, and
you’ll give viewers your best.

For more information about Clinical Congress 2021, visit facs.org/clincon2021.

For more information about Clinical Congress 2021, visit facs.org/clincon2021.
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Pre-Record and Upload Your Presentation (continued)

Guidance for Recording a Panel Discussion
Each Panel Session may include a group discussion pre-recorded using Zoom. The panel
discussion should appear as the final or next-to-last pre-recorded presentation in the
session.

Pre-Recording the Panel Discussion
ACS staff members are available to assist moderators with pre-recording and uploading a
Panel Discussion. Staff can help coordinate a time when all session faculty are available to
meet on Zoom to record the Panel Discussion. Additionally, if needed, staff can assist in
making the recording.

Chat Feature
During your session’s scheduled time at the Virtual Clinical Congress, a live text chat will
be available for use by attendees and faculty. This feature promotes engagement and
interactivity. ACS staff will monitor the chat and provide support as needed.

Faculty Responsibilities during the Scheduled Time of the Session
We encourage all moderators and speakers to attend the entire session at its scheduled
time during the meeting and to engage with attendees via the live chat function.

Need Additional Help?
If you have questions, please e-mail us at clinicalcongress@facs.org.

For more information about Clinical Congress 2021, visit facs.org/clincon2021.

